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Matte Color Balloons 

Matte color balloon is the most popular Chinese 

borun balloon factory production of latex balloons, 

all the latex balloons, batch wholesale matte color 

balloon is fastest selling kinds of latex balloons, at 

present China borun balloon factory the matte 

color latex balloons balloon factory is the highest 

cost performance, we have a balloon factory 

production the most advanced technology, and we 

can also provide custom matte color balloons,will 

be able to meet your satisfaction. 

 

 

Product Description 

In China Borun balloon factory to wholesale matte color balloon is sure to influence your 

balloon business choice.At present, the biggest sales volume in the balloon market and the 

most popular is matte color balloon, aiming at this kind of market environment, China Borun 

balloon factory has made a significant optimization of balloon production, in the balloon 

production line 

 

1. The cleaning time of balloon mold is longer than that of other balloon factories, and manual 

inspection is required to ensure the first step of production. 

2. Immersion coagulant, manually test the effect of the coagulant before immersion, to ensure 

that the balloon can be perfectly solidified. 

3. Balloon latex molding is the most important part of balloon production in Our Balloon factory. 

We adopt the most strict manual guard production line to ensure the complete balloon latex 

molding. 

4. Automatic edging, high temperature drying, balloon demoulding, we have professional 

balloon workers to operate each link. 

 

  

The matte color balloon produced by China Borun balloon factory is one of the best latex 

balloons. Our matte color latex balloons are bright and full of color without any trachoma or 

glue spots.Our matte color balloons are currently in mass production for 5 "10" 12 "and 18", if 

you would also like custom matte color balloons, we produce them for you. 

  

If you want to cooperate with Borun Balloon factory, you can contact us at any time.I believe 

that after you receive the wholesale goods from China Borun balloon factory, you will be 

surprised to think that such cheap matte color latex balloons are of such good quality. 
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